
How To Play 
 

This game is a 5-reel, 10-line game with MOUNTAIN KING RESPINS bonus, which is triggered when 3 
Mountain King symbols appear on reels 2, 3 and 4 during the base game. 
 
WILD SYMBOL 
 
The Mountain King symbol is WILD and substitutes for all symbols. Any 3 WILD symbols on reels 2, 3 
and 4 triggers the MOUNTAIN KING RESPINS bonus. 
 
During the base game, if there is only one WILD in view, and it is a part of at least one 4 or 5-of-a-
Kind win, this WILD may be given a multiplier. 
 
This multiplier applies to any wins that contain this WILD (including 3-of-a-Kind). The possible 
multipliers are 5, 8, 64, 512. 
 

MOUNTAIN KING RESPINS  

When the bonus is triggered, each WILD symbol has a X1 multiplier displayed on it. The symbols lock 
in position, and the reels spin. If a new WILD appears on reels 2, 3 or 4, that symbol will lock in and 
display a multiplier as shown on the gem trail. If a WILD appears on reels 1 or 5, the symbol will lock 
but does not receive a multiplier. 
 
Wins are then paid; and wins incorporating one or more WILD symbols are multiplied by the value 
shown on each WILD on the payline. For example, a win incorporating WILD X2, WILD X2 and WILD 
X2 is paid x8 (2 x 2 x 2 = 8). The bonus ends when no new WILD or GEM symbols are visible on the 
reels, or when the maximum win has been reached.  

If an overlaid GEM symbol is visible on the reels, the GEM will move to the trail displayed above the 
reels. Once three gems are collected, a multiplier is awarded and will be shown on every WILD 
symbol in view on reels 2, 3 and 4. The trail is reset, and more gems must be collected to activate 
the next multiplier displayed on the trail. The multiplier values are: 2, 3, 5, 8. 
 
 


